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Hybrid

Hybrid (SD-WAN)
Redefine your Business Agility and Advantages
As digital transformation drives the future of business, more and more business-critical applications and
platforms have and will continue to drive toward the cloud. Enterprise customers are demanding more
flexible, open, and cloud-based WAN technologies.
TrueCONNECT™ Hybrid is a transformational approach to simplify branch office networking and assure
optimal application performance. Using SD-WAN (Software-Defined Wide Area Networking) technology, the
service allows the creation of hybrid networks that binds multiple access technologies into a single logical
path.
Together with business agility, improved application performance, lower cost of bandwidth and maximizes
business application accessibility, TrueCONNECT™ Hybrid, truly redefines today enterprise infrastructure in
responds to the needs of distributed enterprises.

HIGHLIGHTS
Rapid deployment and recovery, with limited or zero
on-site IT personnel needed
Centralized management portal offers ease of
network redesign, management, and traffic visibility
Business-oriented design ensures customizable WAN
serves your business requirements, without wastage
or inefficiency
Leverages network synergy of multiple and hybrid
WAN such as Private Network and Internet to achieve
better network utilization and resilience

Comprehensive “Single Box” branch solution
simplifies deployment and management, with
WAN connectivity, behavior control, and WAN
application access control
Optional WAN optimization feature by
combining TrueCONNECT™ Accelerator service
for further increasing WAN throughput, greater
bandwidth utilization and enhancing application
performance

Your Global Local ICT Solutions Partner

Hybrid
Hybrid

Multiple Solutions One-stop-shop services

Zero Touch Provisioning

CITIC Telecom CPC offers a true “one-stop-shop” managed
solution with TrueCONNECT™ Hybrid, simplifying the entire
process of gaining business advantages of software-defined
infrastructure. Professional teams, in consultation with your
business and IT staff, will customize the network solution
design and oversee the entire migration process from your
network, including all aspects of enterprise connectivity such
as Private network, Internet, data centers, CITIC Telecom CPC
SmartCLOUD™ applications, and other third-party cloud services.

Deploy at any office site without the need for on-site IT
staff. A single box provides Hybrid WAN solution for
branch locations, with WAN connectivity and WAN
application access control.

Centralized Management Portal
Offering an excellent user experience and full visibility into your
WAN infrastructure, the Centralized Management Portal is easy
to access and easy to operate. You can gain detailed WAN
visibility, including the activity of all frequently-used enterprise
applications, and end-to-end network health measurements.

Multiple and hybrid WAN Integration
Leverage multiple WAN, Private network and Internet
to integrate active-active hybrid WAN with resilience,
support TrueCONNECT™ Premium QoS and seamless
communicate to other TrueCONNECT™ Premium
sites.

Intelligent Path Control
TrueCONNECT™ Hybrid device can plan the most efficient
route for cloud application and route around network
congestions by switching between the connection
providers to provide more bandwidth for a demanding
application to increase network reliability and efficiency.
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Increase both business and network agility,
without high cost or extra IT staffing
Better leverage multiple and hybrid WAN,
and maximize return on bandwidth and
network resources
Rapid new site deployment and service
recovery with zero-touch provisioning

CITIC Telecom CPC
W: www.citictel-cpc.com
Asia Pacific: info@citictel-cpc.com
Europe and CIS: info-eu@citictel-cpc.com

Gain improved WAN application control
and path control
Minimize network equipment complexity,
cost and management overhead, by few
mouse clicks to change configuration of
hundreds sites

Hong Kong T: 852 2170 7101
Japan T: 81 3 5339 1968

Taiwan T: 886 2 6600 2588
Malaysia T: 603 2280 1500

Mainland China (Toll Free): 400 651 7550
Singapore T: 65 6220 6606

Estonia T: 372 622 33 99
Russia T: 7 495 981 5676

Poland T: 48 22 630 63 30
The Netherlands T: 31 20 567 2000
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